Notebook 18.

Kainaman's Information
(Beverley & York districts)
My postcard of the Northam woman was that of Mung'anyup, alias Jinny Shaw, a Northam Tondarup. She was Kajaman's "jookamat" or donmala, her mother being Kajaman's mother's kowat (youngest sister). Munganyup was my ngangamat and was a Tondarup.
Kajaman's Pedigree (see book of genealogies)  

Winditch, alias Kungytch, a Ballarruk  
married  
Moolyel, a Didarruk  
and had issue

Aram, male, a Didarruk  
Mingeran, female  
Injeran  
Kajaman  
and two other boys who died young.

Also Nemma, a Tondarup,  
who had issue

Wemmegan, female, a Tondarup  
Yinel (alias Tommy Winditch)

Aram, male, a Didarruk  
moved  
Bandardan, a Ballarruk  
No issue.

Mingeran, female, Didarruk  
moved  
Wallyitch (an Albany native), a Ballarruk  
No issue

Injeran, female, Didarruk  
moved  
Jinbur, a Ballarruk  
and had issue

Nyangil, male, Didarruk

Kajaman, female, Didarruk  
moved  
Kog-err, a Ballarruk (betrothed in infancy)  
also  
Jendil, a Tondarup (moojoo marriage)  
and had issue

Binjil, male, Didarruk  
Jig'eran, female  
Nwanel, male  
Woodel, male  
Ngamil, male  
Beerungan, female  
Nyineran  

Kajaman's mother's pedigree

Koobert, male, a Ballarruk  
moved  
Binyin, female, Didarruk  
and had issue

Moolyel, female, a Didarruk (Kajaman's mother)  
Hel'aban  
Darlin, male

Winditch (Tommy Winditch's father), alias Kungytch, the name Kungytch was given him because he got into a big hollow in a warnda tree after opossums and couldn't get out - koonga boorna (hollow wood) kungytch. Moolyel's totem ("borungur") was the boodie "Moolyung" a boodie hole.
Jil-yn, a Ballarruk (a York native) 
made 
Moonytoh a Tondarup 
and had issue 

Handitchburt, male, a Tondarup 
Namung " " 
Gowelan, female " 

Handitchburt, m. Tondarup 
made 
Naggen, f. Ballarruk 
and had issue 
Hyindalan, half caste 

Namung, male, Tondarup 
made 
Dwulgeran, f. Ballarruk 
No issue 

John Michael Jendil, a St. Helena native, no class name 
made 
Gowelan, f., A Tondarup 
and had issue 
Buntung, male, a Tondarup (Jubytch's son-in-law) 
Jendil, " " (Kajaman's husband) 
Malyard " " 

J.M. Jendil made two other women by the first of whom he had 
issue Marianne, Henry, Eliza; 

2nd by Jinjeegan he had issue Johnny, Marianne, namesakes of her sister 
Eliza, namesake of her sister, Willie, Charlie.
Points of the compass

Yabaroo, north
Jeering, East (Coolgardie)
Kagar "
Moornong "
Meenong, East by South
Burnang " " "
Bocuil, South
Kunning, Southwest
Marak, West

When sparks come out of a fire, some friends are coming.

Waliuka (eaglehawk)

Tommy Hewell, to be found at Pinjarra (born at Northam).
Morris Hewell, born at Northam, Still at Northam.
Teddy Hewell " " " " "
Murrijan, female, Waliuk, born at Northam, still there.
Cannil, male, brother to Murrijan, born at Northam, still there.
These are all the Waliuks left.

Kajaman's oobar is Tamar. Her name was given her from something in connection with the tamar; the father usually gives the name, or the grandfather.

Kajaman (Polly Jindil) is a Didarruk. Her husband was a Tondarup. (moojoo marriage).
She is my ngangamat and Arnold's demmamat.
Her daughter is jooka - "koodarling", "kowat" or "koolingurt" (all three names for youngest sister) to me.
Louie's children are my nobab - also my moyermun (the boys call me "mungart" - these children are half brothers and sisters, demmata, to Arnold who is a Tondarup.